Curricular Programs

Community-Based Learning and Research

Community-Based Learning and Research (CBLR) courses connect academic inquiry with real-world learning experiences, enabling students to integrate and transfer their learning to contexts beyond the classroom. CBLR-designated courses: (i) Involve collaboration with one or more community partners to investigate an important social challenge or problem; (ii) Incorporate in-depth community-based experiences (typically undertaken outside of the classroom) into the learning and/or research objectives of the course; (iii) Provide structured opportunities for reflecting on the relationship between classroom learning and real-world experience, with the goals of deepening the understanding of course content and exploring questions of identity, agency, and social responsibility; and (iv) Create products or outcomes that are shared with the community partner and/or broader public.

DIAP Courses: Race, Gender, and Inequality

In support of the University’s broader Diversity and Inclusion Action Plan, DIAP Courses on Race, Gender, and Inequality examine issues of structural inequality, racial formations and/or disparities, and systems of power.

They may investigate:
(i) the ways different forms of power and privilege construct racial and identity formations in the U.S. and/or globally; the cultural, political, and intellectual responses to this racialization;
(ii) the production of categories of ethnicity, race, gender, sexual orientation, class, religion, ability, citizenship status, and geography (and their intersections);
(iii) the structures, institutions, practices, and attitudes that enable, maintain, or mitigate domestic and/or global disparities in health, income, education outcomes, media representations, etc.; and/or
(iv) the production of knowledge and difference in the context of discourses on race, power, and privilege

A complete list of each semester’s DIAP courses may be viewed in Courses@Brown by choosing “DIAP Courses: Race, Gender, Inequality” in the Curricular Programs field.

First Year Seminars

First-year seminars ensure close contact between first-year students and faculty members while simultaneously offering a rigorous introduction to the concepts and methods of a particular subject area or department. Seminars have few if any prerequisites and are offered in all areas of the curriculum, from anthropology to physics to literary arts. Students receive regular feedback on the work they produce for the seminars, and seminar faculty often serve as informal mentors for their students long after the class has ended.

A complete list of each semester’s seminars may be viewed in Courses@Brown by choosing “First-Year Seminar” in the Curricular Programs field. Registration for first-year seminars takes place during the summer prior to students’ matriculation to Brown. Depending on availability, first-year students may also add seminars to their course schedules during pre-registration and shopping periods.

Sophomore Seminars

Sophomore seminars bring together ideas, perspectives, and approaches that are not normally seen side by side in a given course or program. Embracing a range of intellectual perspectives, many of the seminars focus specifically on issues of social justice, identity, and difference. Limited to twenty students each, the seminars help students develop the skills, knowledge, and values they need to progress toward more advanced learning in a discipline or field.

A complete list of each semester’s SOPH seminars may be viewed in Courses@Brown by choosing “Sophomore Seminar” in the Curricular Programs field.

Writing-Designated Courses

Brown students are expected to work on writing in their general studies and in the concentration. Students may begin to fulfill this expectation by taking at least one course that carries the WRIT designation. WRIT courses are offered across the curriculum and help students develop the ability to write well in styles appropriate to different academic disciplines.

A complete list of each semester’s WRIT courses may be viewed in Courses@Brown by choosing “Writing-Designated Courses” in the Curricular Programs field.

Community-Based Learning and Research

Fall 2019
Anthropology
ANTH 1300 S01 16820 Anthropology of Addictions Irene Glasser
Archaeology and Ancient World
ARCH 1900 S01 17129 Archaeology of College Hill Alex John Marko
English
ENGL 1050P S01 17115 Reframing Race in Art Writing Mary-Kim Arnold
Environmental Studies
ENVS 0110 S01 16518 Humans, Nature and the Environ Dawn King
ENVS 1557 S01 15357 Birding Communities Nancy J. Jacobs
French Studies
FREN 1410T S01 15541 L’expérience des réfugiés Virginia A. Krause
Music
MUSC 1240Z S01 17923 Public Art in Sound and Listen Erik DeLuca
Political Science
POLS 1820I S01 15732 Indigenous Politics in Hawai‘i Mary L Baker
Public Policy
PLCY 1703A S01 26202 Youth Politics and Culture Dario Valles
Sociology
SOC 1871J S01 17803 Ethics, Justice, and Transform Michael D. Kennedy
Urban Studies
URBN 1870Z S01 17422 Housing Justice Marijoan Bull
Spring 2020
Anthropology
ANTH 1301 S01 25450 Anthropology of Homelessness Irene Glasser
Archaeology and Ancient World
ARCH 0317 S01 26202 Heritage in the Metropolis Lauren E Yapp
Biology
BIOL 0940Z S01 24476 Precision or Privileged Med Robert K. Campbell
Education
EDUC 1890 S01 25944 Family Engagement in Education Yoko Yamamoto
English
ENGL 1140E S01 25729 Writing for Activists Kate J. Schapira
Environmental Studies
ENVS 1555 S01 24964 Urban Agriculture Dawn King
Latin American & Caribbean Studies
LACA 1630 S01 26257 Storytelling in the Americas Erica Durante
Literary Arts
LITR 1125C S01 25668 Writers-in-the-Community Train Eleni A Sikelianos

DIAP Courses: Race, Gender and Inequality
Fall 2019

Africana Studies
AFRI 0090 S01 17157 An Intro to Africana Studies Francoise N. Hamlin
AFRI 0210 S01 17137 Afro Latin American Anari Dzidzienyo
AFRI 0670 S01 17141 Global Black Radicalism Brian W E Meeks
AFRI 0980 S01 17144 Fela Kuti African Freedom Dotun Ayobade
AFRI 1020D S01 17196 Race, Rights and Rebellion Keisha-Khan Y. Perry
AFRI 1100 S01 17145 Contesting the Carceral State Lisa L Biggs
AFRI 1110 S01 17140 Voices Behind the Veil Elmo Terry-Morgan
AFRI 1190 S01 17535 Haiti: A New Wild, A Free Wild Barrymore A. Bogues
AFRI 1210 S01 17138 Afro-Brazilins + Brazilian Polity Anani Dzidzienyo
AFRI 1920 S01 17142 Health Inequality in Historica Lundy Braun

American Studies
AMST 19050 S01 15708 Readings Histories of Violence Monica M. Martinez

Anthropology
ANTH 0066D S02 16812 Who Owns the Past? Patricia E. Rubertone
ANTH 0300 S01 16815 Culture and Health Katherine A. Mason
ANTH 1125 S01 16817 Indigenous Archaeologies Robert W. Preucel

Archaeology and Ancient World
ARCH 1792 S01 17745 The Archaeology of Slavery Rui Gomes Coelho
ARCH 1900 S01 17129 Archaeology of College Hill Alex John Marko

Classics
CLAS 0765 S01 16949 Witches and Vixens Sasha-Mae Eccleston

Comparative Literature
COLT 0510K S01 17187 The 1001 Nights Elias I. Muhanna

East Asian Studies
EAST 0500 S01 15612 Childhood and Culture in Japan Samuel E. Perry
EAST 0900 S01 15611 Translating Korean Samuel E. Perry

Economics
ECON 1370 S01 17427 Race and Inequality in the US Glenn C. Loury
ECON 1530 S01 16764 Health, Hunger + the Household Andrew D. Foster

Education
EDUC 0610 S01 15805 Brown v. Board of Education Tracy L. Steffes
EDUC 1520 S01 17233 Ethnic Studies & Education TBD

English
ENGL 0100F S01 17112 Devils, Demons, Do-Gooders James F. Egan
ENGL 0150X S01 16044 The Claims of Fictional Okunike George
ENGL 0150Y S01 17106 Bontés and Brontés Benjamin W. Parker
ENGL 0700E S01 17103 Sport in American History Howard P. Chudacoff
ENGL 0757C S01 16013 Narratives of Slavery Emily A Owens
ENGL 1220E S01 16363 Latin Am in Its Lit + Culture Iris Montero
ENGL 1220Q S01 17237 Visions & Voices: Indig Mexico Iris Montero

History
HIST 0202 S01 16001 African Experiences of Empire Nancy J. Jacobs
HIST 0244 S02 16257 Middle East:1800s to Present Sreemati Mitter
HIST 0556A S01 15986 Sport in American History Howard P. Chudacoff
HIST 0557C S01 16013 Narratives of Slavery Emily A Owens
HIST 1120 S01 16357 At China's Edges Rebecca A. Nedostup
HIST 1227E S01 17854 Paris/Sacred/Profane/Imagined/Real TBD
HIST 1320 S01 16005 Cuba, 1492-Present Jennifer L. Lambe
HIST 1381 S01 16027 Latin Amer History and Film Daniel A. Rodriguez
HIST 1571 S01 16014 Intel Hist of Black Women Emily A Owens
HIST 1620 S01 16037 Gandhi Making Mdn South Asia Vazira F-Y Zamindar
HIST 1956B S01 16211 Rites of Power in Modern China Rebecca A. Nedostup
HIST 1966Q S01 16791 Creation of Latin America Robert Douglas Cope

International Relations
INTL 0700 S01 17797 Global Health Alexander M Nading

Judaic Studies
JUDS 0650M S01 15812 Judaism and Christianity Adam J Teller
JUDS 0682 S01 16769 Bible Became Holy Michael L. Satlow
JUDS 1726 S01 15818 Jewish Humor + Comm Ent Mary Gluck

Latin American & Caribbean Studies
LACA 1503Q S01 17347 Politics of Indigeneity Brazil Estevao Rafael Fernandes

Middle East Studies
MES 1120 S01 17895 Art, Culture & Soc in Tehran Samine Tabatabaee

Modern Culture and Media
MCM 1204J S01 17166 A New Black Gaze Tina Campt
MCM 1204N S01 17880 TV and/as Popular Culture Teddy Pozo
MCM 1506J S01 17961 Representing Sexuality+Gender Teddy Pozo

Modern Greek
MGRK 1220 S01 17446 Decolonizing Classicl Antiquity Yannis Hamilakis

Music
MUSC 0021B S01 16701 Reading Jazz Matthew Richards McGarrell
MUSC 0642 S01 17077 World Music Ensemble Martin K. Obeng
MUSC 1240Z S01 17923 Public Art in Sound and Listen Erik DeLuca

Philosophy
PHIL 0200F S01 16729 Language, Race, and Gender Anna S. Bjurman Pautz

Political Science
POLSci 1802E S01 15707 Pragmatism in Black and White Melvin L. Rogers
POLSci 1802H S01 15732 Indigenous Politics in Hawai'i Mary L Baker
POLSci 1821V S01 15725 Democracy and Inequality in Am Richard O. Snyder
Portuguese and Brazilian Studies
POBS 0280 S01 17149 Food & Community-Lusophone world Patricia I. Sobral
POBS 1601M S01 17539 Migrant, Politics, Race, Labor TBD

Public Health
PHP 1070 S01 16101 Erad of Disease in Devel Cnty Stephen T. McGarvey
PHP 1100 S01 17202 Comparative Health Care Systms Omar Galarraga
PHP 1800I S01 16110 Disability/Health and Community Sarah E. Skeels

Public Policy
PLCY 1703A S01 17361 Youth Politics and Culture Dario Valles

Religious Studies
RELS 0822 S01 17326 Social Justice and the Musical Charriise M Barron
RELS 1315 S01 17325 Religious Authority in an Age Jae Hee Han

Russian
RUSS 1660 S01 16751 Sexuality and Revolution Fabrizio Fenghi

Sociology
SOC 0010 S01 16871 Introductory to Sociology Andrew M. Schrank
SOC 1116 S01 17825 Criminal Courts and the Law Nicole Van Cleve
SOC 1871J S01 17808 Ethics, Justice, and Transform Michael D. Kennedy

Theatre Arts and Performance Studies
TAPS 1610 S01 17775 Political Theatre of Americas Patricia Ybarra

University Courses
UNIV 1701 S01 17898 Discrimination & Public Policy Jayanti J. Owens

Urban Studies
URBN 0210 S01 15661 The City: Intro to Urban Study Samuel Zipp
URBN 1870J S01 15469 Poltics of Community Organizing Marion E. Orr

Spring 2020

Africana Studies
AFRI 0990 S01 25745 Black Lavendar-Gay+Lesbn Plays Elmo Terry-Morgan
AFRI 1020C S01 25742 Afro-Luso-Brazilian Triangle Anani Dzidzienyo
AFRI 1050A S01 25776 Advanced RPM Playwriting Elmo Terry-Morgan
AFRI 1050D S01 25778 Intermediate RPM Playwriting Elmo Terry-Morgan
AFRI 1050E S01 25779 RPM Playwriting Elmo Terry-Morgan
AFRI 1060E S01 25743 W African Writers/Poetcl Kingdom Anani Dzidzienyo
AFRI 1100X S01 25748 Black Speculative Fiction Matthew Guterl
AFRI 1150 S01 25744 Afro-Caribbean Philosophy Paget Henry
AFRI 1360 S01 25747 Knowledge, Texts + Methodology Brian W E Meeks
AFRI 1930 S01 25749 Race Difference Biomedical Res Lundy Braun

American Studies
AMST 0192E S01 26156 20th C. US Borderlands Nicole Gloria Sintetos
AMST 1611A S01 25949 20thC US Immigrant Ethnic Lit Richard Alan Meckel
AMST 1700N S01 25372 Public Memory Beverly Haviland
AMST 1902W S01 26234 Queering Oral History Virginia Cutler Thomas

Anthropology
ANTH 0068N S01 25444 Peoples, Cultures Greater Mex Matthew C. Gutmann
ANTH 0100 S01 25445 Intro to Cultural Anthropology TBD
ANTH 0800 S01 25447 Intro to Linguistic Anthro TBD
ANTH 1240 S01 25448 Religion and Culture Bhrigupati Singh
ANTH 1242 S01 25449 Bioethics and Culture Katherine A. Mason
ANTH 1623 S01 25451 Archaeology of Death Patricia E. Rubortone

Arabic
ARB 0800 S01 24855 Adv Arabic Language + Culture Elsa Belmont Flores

Archaeology and Ancient World
ARCH 0317 S01 26202 Heritage in the Metropolis Lauren E Yapp

Biology
BIOL 0940E S01 24476 Precision or Privileged Med Robert K. Campbell

Classics
CLAS 0660 S01 25558 The World of Byzantium Byron D MacDougall

Comparative Literature
COLT 0711H S01 25813 The Arabic Novel, from Realism Emily L Drumsta
COLT 0810I S01 25416 Talemakers of Non-Western Wld Doro J. Levy
COLT 1440W S01 25833 Patterns of Migrations / Peopl Ariella Azoulay
COLT 1440X S01 26047 Shëhérâzades: the “Orientale” Edwige Laure Gabrielle Crucifix
COLT 1815J S01 26110 1492 – Unlearning Single World Ariella Azoulay

East Asian Studies
EAST 0531 S01 24682 Complicating Korean History Ellie Choi
EAST 0800 S01 24702 Off the Beaten Path Samuel E. Perry

Economics
ECON 1310 S01 25421 Labor Economics Kenneth Chay
ECON 1480 S01 26007 Public Economics TBD
ECON 1590 S01 25468 The Economy of China snc 1949 Louis Putterman

Education
EDUC 0620 S01 24484 Cradle of Inequality David E Rangel
EDUC 1890 S01 25944 Family Engagement in Education Yoko Yamamoto

English
ENGL 0100N S01 25898 City Novels Tamar Katz
ENGL 0710Y S01 24582 Death and Dying in Black Lit Kevin E Quashie
ENGL 0710Y S01 25735 Lit of US Inequality Drayton Nabers
ENGL 1140E S01 25729 Writing for Activists Kate J. Schapira
ENGL 1180V S01 24597 Asian American Narrative Mary-Kim Arnold
ENGL 1710P S01 24601 Lit and Culture of Black Power Rolland D. Murray
ENGL 1761V S01 24602 The Korean War in Color Daniel Kim
ENGL 1901J S01 25726 Fanon and Spillers Kevin E Quashie
ENGL 1950H S01 25730 Recent Novel and its Rivals Drayton Nабe

Environmental Studies
ENV 0705 S01 24949 Equity and the Environment J Timmons Roberts
ENV 0715 S01 24950 Political Ecology Elizabeth Lord

Ethnic Studies
ETHN 0190B S01 25906 Race & Tech in Asian America TBD
ETHN 1300L S01 25641 Intro to Latinx History Monica M. Martinez
ETHN 1650F S01 25665 Mapping Violence Monica M. Martinez
ETHN 1750A S01 24616 Immigrant Social Movements Kevin A. Escudero
ETHN 1750S S02 26079 Extravagant Texts Daniel Kim

French Studies
FREN 0720F S01 24308 Paradigms of Difference Gretchen Schultz
FREN 1710H S01 25663 Villes africaines Justin Izzo

Gender and Sexuality Studies
GNSS 1510 S01 26113 Transnational Sexualities Aai Zengin

German Studies
GRMN 1340X S01 25721 Literature and Multilingualism Zachary Sng

Hispanic Studies
HISP 0750B S01 24888 Latin American Diaspora in US Felipe I. Martinez-Pinzon
HISP 1371F S01 26164 Narrating the Borderlands Gustavo Alberto Quintero Lozano
HISP 1700B S01 25169 Death and Dying in Black Lit Kevin E Quashie

History of Art and Architecture
HIAA 0077 S01 26261 Revolutions, Illusions, Impres Holly M Shaffer
HIAA 0770 S01 24562 Arch Urbanism of Africa Ithothal I. Osayimwese
HIAA 1720 S01 25428 Art of Portraiture: Pre-Hist Holly M Shaffer
History
HIST 0203 S01 24848 Modern Africa Jennifer E. Johnson
HIST 0234 S01 25339 Modern Latin America Daniel A. Rodriguez
HIST 0257 S01 24664 Modern American History Howard P. Chudacoff
HIST 0654A S01 25626 Welfare States Robert O. Self
HIST 0655A S01 24723 Hist Intercollegiate Athletics Howard P. Chudacoff
HIST 1030 S01 24846 Entangled South Africa Nancy J. Jacobs
HIST 1505 S01 25617 Making America Modern Lukas B. Rieppel
HIST 1515 S01 25892 American Slavery Emily A Owens
HIST 1803M S01 25367 Medieval Bedlam-Prozac Nation Jennifer L. Lambe
HIST 1965H S01 26117 Europe and Invention of Race Michael P. Steinberg
HIST 1993C S01 24851 Debates/Middle Eastern History Sreemati Mitter
HIST 1993D S01 24670 Palestine vs the Palestinians B. Doumani
HIST 1996F S01 24652 Mod Middle East Hist thru Lit Sreemati Mitter
HIST 1971D S01 24674 From Emancipation to Obama Francoise N. Hamlin
HIST 1972G S01 25415 Lesbian Memoir Emily A Owens
HIST 1974P S01 24800 Modernity's Crisis: Jewish Hist Adam J Teller
HIST 1974Y S01 25923 Moral Panic Politics of Fear Jennifer L. Lambe
HIST 1977I S01 25340 Gen, Race, Med in Americas Daniel A. Rodriguez

Judaic Studies
JUDS 0060 S01 24459 The Bible and Moral Debate Saul Olyan
JUDS 0063 S01 24801 Antisemitism: A History Michael L. Slatow
JUDS 0606 S01 25854 Gender in Jewish/Christian Text Larry Wills
JUDS 1617 S02 24540 Jewish Women Katharina M Galor
JUDS 1722 S01 24464 Gender: Modern Jewish History Adam J Teller

Latin American & Caribbean Studies
LACA 0500 S01 26046 Latin America Hist/CultJourney Erica Durante

Middle East Studies
MES 1150 S01 26284 Labor in the Middle East Paul Kohlry
MES 1250 S01 26158 Palestinians and Kurds Adi Ophir

Modern Culture and Media
MCM 0150 S01 24520 Text/Media/Culture Ellen Frances Rooney
MCM 1204F S01 26165 Intro to Video Games Studies Teddy Pozo
MCM 1204G S01 25904 From Analog to Analogue Regina Longo
MCM 1506E S01 24615 Rethinking Black Visuality Tina Campt

Music
MUSC 0642 S01 25763 World Music Ensemble Martin K. Obeng
MUSC 1932 S01 25212 American Roots Music Kiri M. Miller

Political Science
POLS 0920B S01 24381 Intro to Indigenous Pol. Mary L Baker

Portuguese and Brazilian Studies
POBS 0620 S01 25072 Map Portugues-Speak Ctr:Prugu Leonor Simas-Almeida
POBS 0990 S01 25070 Mapping Cross-Cult. Identities Patricia I. Sobral

Public Health
PHP 1920 S01 25655 Social Determinants of Health Eric B. Loucks

Religious Studies
RELS 0056 S01 24977 Spiritual But Not Religious Daniel Vaca
RELS 0260 S01 24979 Religion Gone Wild Mark Cladis
RELS 0820 S01 24982 African American Religious Str Andre C. Willis
RELS 1325A S01 25196 Educating Bodies in Ancient Ch Jae Hee Han
RELS 1380A S01 25198 Money, Media, and Religion Daniel Vaca

Sociology
SOC 0010 S01 25560 Introductory to Sociology Michael D. Kennedy

Theatre Arts and Performance Studies
TAPS 1281O S01 25254 Acting Outside the Box Kym Moore

Urban Studies
URBN 1000 S01 24237 Fieldwrk in the Urban Community Jan Mateusz Pacewicz

Curricular Programs

Fall 2019

First Year Seminars

Fall 2019

Africana Studies
AFRI 0110C S01 17158 Autobiography Civil Rights Movmt Francoise N. Hamlin

Anthropology
ANTH 0066D S02 16812 Who Owns the Past? Patricia E. Rubertone

Archaeology and Ancient World
ARCH 0770 S01 17121 Archaeology of Eating & Drinking Yannis Hamilakis

Biology
BIOL 0100 S01 15739 Living Bio at Brown and Beyond Katherine F. Smith
BIOL 0150A S01 15776 Tech/Analys DNA-based Biotech Jody Hall
BIOL 0190E S01 15740 Botanical Roots/Mod Medicines Fred V Jackson
BIOL 0190F S01 15742 Darwinian Medicine Marc Tatar
BIOL 0190P S01 15778 Pride/Prej Dev of Sci Theories Stephen L. Helfand
BIOL 0190R S01 15682 Phage Hunters, Part I Sarah E. Taylor
BIOL 0190U S01 15779 The Lives of Plants Peter Heywood

Chemistry
CHEM 0080B S01 16284 Molecular Structrs in Chem/Bio Paul Gregory Williard

Classics
CLAS 0210B S01 16956 Death in Ancient Greece Pura Nieto Hernandez

Cognitive, Linguistic and Psychological Sciences
CLPS 0050A S01 16606 Computing as in Brains/Computrs James A. Anderson

Comparative Literature
COLT 0510F S01 16527 Fidel Castro and Che Guevara Esther K. Whitfield
COLT 0610D S01 16604 Rites of Passage Arnold Louis Weinstein
COLT 0710I S01 15961 New Worlds Stephanie Merrim

East Asian Studies
EAST 0500 S01 15612 Childhood and Culture in Japan Samuel E. Perry

Education
EDUC 0410A S01 15865 New Faces, New Challenges Andrea Flores

English
ENGL 0150C S01 16038 The Medieval King Arthur Elizabeth Johnson Bryan
ENGL 0150D S01 16040 Shakespeare's Present Tense Stephen Merriam Foley
ENGL 0150X S01 16044 The Claims of Fiction Okanagan George
ENGL 0150Y S01 17106 Brontës and Brontëism Benjamin W. Parker
ENGL 0151A S01 17110 Hitchcock! Stuart Burrows

Environmental Studies
ENVS 0070C S01 16515 Transcending Transptn Impacts Kurt Teichert

Ethnic Studies
ETHN 0090A S01 15706 The Border/La Frontera Evelyn Hu-Dehart

French Studies
FREN 0720G S01 17049 L'art de la nouvelle Thangam Ravindranathan

Geological Sciences
GEOG 0160A S01 15588 Volcanos: Windows into Deep Earth Alberto Saal

German Studies
GRMN 0750F S01 16308 Historical Crime Fiction Thomas W. Kniesche

Hispanic Studies
HISP 0710B S01 16319 Hisp Culture Through Cinema Mercedes Vaquero

History
HIST 0522G S01 15988 The Dutch Golden Age Harold J. Cook
Curricular Programs

HIST 0523P S01 16255 The First World War Benjamin Hein
HIST 0551A S01 16334 Lincoln in History and Culture Michael Vorenberg
HIST 0556A S01 15986 Sport in American History Howard P. Chudacoff
HIST 0575C S01 16013 Narratives of Slavery Emily A Owens
HIST 0590M S01 16006 Age of Revolutions, 1760-1824 Jeremy R. Mumford

Judaic Studies
JUDS 0050M S01 15812 Judaism and Christianity Adam J Teller

Literary Arts
LITR 0100A S01 15662 Introduction to Fiction Veritas Katharina Gassmann
LITR 0100B S01 15663 Introduction to Poetry Abra Conn
LITR 0510C S02 17773 The Pleasures of the Text Carole Maso
LITR 0710 S01 15675 Writers on Writing Seminar Andrew E. Colarusso

Music
MUSC 0021B S01 16701 Reading Jazz Matthew Richards McGarrell
MUSC 0021J S01 16698 Stephen Sondheim and the Amera Dana A. Gooley

Physics
PHYS 0100 S01 16569 Nature/Meaning Sci Explanation Sylvester James Gates

Political Science
POLS 0820V S01 15576 Land and Conflict Jordan N. Branch

Portuguese and Brazilian Studies
POBS 0810 S01 16634 Cross-Cultural Identities Patricia I. Sobral
POBS 0910 S01 16641 On the Dawn of Modernity Onesimo T. Almeida

Public Health
PHP 0050 S01 17009 Pain and the Human Condition Nisha Gupta Trivedi

Religious Studies
RELS 0090K S01 16494 Christmas in America Daniel Vaca
RELS 0090M S01 16495 Islam, Violence and Media Nancy Khalek

Russian
RUSS 0320A S01 24289 Crime and Punishment Vladimir Golstein

Sociology
SOC 0300D S01 16873 Who Am I? Gregory C. Elliott

Urban Studies
URBN 0230 S01 15504 Urban Life in Providence Rebecca Louise Carter

Spring 2020

Anthropology
ANTH 0066N S01 25444 Peoples, Cultures Greater Mex Matthew C. Gutmann

Biology
BIOL 0150C S01 26270 Intro to Ethnopharmacology Fred V Jackson
BIOL 0150D S01 24467 Technq in Regenerative Mede Toni-Marie Achilli
BIOL 0190S S01 24327 Phage Hunters, Part II Sarah E. Taylor

Classics
CLAS 0210T S01 25534 Travels in Greece Johanna M. Hanink

Czech
CZCH 0320A S01 24285 Czech Animation Masako Ueda Fidler

East Asian Studies
EAST 0850 S01 24703 Lang, Cultr, + Society: Korea Hye-Sook Wang

Engineering
ENGN 0120A S01 24814 Crssng Consumr Chasm by Desgn Richard D. Fleeter
ENGN 0120B S01 24815 Crssng Poe Chsm Thr Engn Desgn Richard D. Fleeter

English
ENGL 0150E S01 24578 Love and Friendship James A. Kuzner
ENGL 0150K S01 24579 Transatlantic American Novel Philip Gould
ENGL 0150Q S01 24580 Realism and Modernism Paul B. Armstrong

French Studies
FREN 0720F S01 24308 Paradigms of Difference Gretchen Schultz

History
HIST 0523M S01 26208 History of Fascism TBD

Literary Arts
LITR 0100A S01 25014 Introduction to Fiction TBD
LITR 0100B S01 25015 Introduction to Poetry TBD
LITR 0710 S01 25026 Writers on Writing Seminar TBD

Public Health
PHP 0030 S01 24914 Health of Hispaniola Timothy M. Empkie

Russian
RUSS 0320A S01 24289 Brothers Karamazov/Art of Novl Svetlana Evdokimova

Sophomore Seminars

Fall 2019

Africana Studies
AFRI 0670 S01 17141 Global Black Radicalism Brian W E Meeks

Biology
BIOL 0940A S01 15791 Viral Epidemics Walter J. Atwood
BIOL 0940B S01 15760 Life in a Shell Donald C. Jackson

Education
EDUC 0610 S01 15805 Brown v. Board of Education Tracy L. Steffes

Political Science
POLS 0920C S01 17521 Media and Democracy Rachel Hyatt Meade

Spring 2020

Biology
BIOL 0940E S01 24476 Precision or Privileged Med Robert K. Campbell

Chemistry
CHEM 0910 S01 26266 The Language of Chemistry Amit Basu

Education
EDUC 0620 S01 24484 Cradle of Inequality David E Rangel

French Studies
FREN 0820B S01 25925 Qu’est-ce que l’identité? David Wills

History
HIST 0654A S01 25626 Welfare States Robert O. Self
HIST 0656A S01 24723 Hist Intercollegiate Athletics Howard P. Chudacoff

Political Science
POLS 0920B S01 24381 Intro. to Indigenous Pol. Mary L Baker

Portuguese and Brazilian Studies
POBS 0990 S01 25070 Mapping Cross-Cult. Identities Patricia I. Sobral

Writing-Designated Courses

Fall 2019

Africana Studies
AFRI 0090 S01 17157 An Intro to Africana Studies Francoise N. Hamlin
AFRI 0110C S01 17158 Autobiography Civil Rights Mvmt Francoise N. Hamlin
AFRI 1020D S01 17196 Race, Rights and Rebellion Keisha-Khan Y. Perry
Curricular Programs

Hispanic Studies
HISP 0730 S01 16363 Latin Am in Its Lit + Culture Iris Montero
HISP 0760 S01 17665 Transatlantic Crossings Luis Miguel Estrada Orozco

History of Art and Architecture
HIAA 0560 S01 17906 Early Modern Rome Evelyn Lincoln
HIAA 0850 S01 15973 Modern Architecture Dietrich Neumann
HIAA 1822 S01 17542 Dada and Surrealism: Anarchy, Lindsay A Caplan

History
HIST 0150H S01 15989 Foods and Drugs in History Harold J. Cook
HIST 0202 S01 16001 African Experiences of Empire Nancy J. Jacobs
HIST 0252 S01 16035 The American Civil War Michael Vorenberg
HIST 0522G S01 15988 The Dutch Golden Age Harold J. Cook
HIST 0523P S01 16256 The First World War Benjamin Hein
HIST 0551A S01 16034 Lincoln in History and Culture Michael Vorenberg
HIST 0556A S01 15986 Sport in American History Howard P. Chudacoff
HIST 0557C S01 16013 Narratives of Slavery Emily A Owens
HIST 0580M S01 16006 Age of Revolutions, 1780-1824 Jeremy R. Mumford
HIST 0940E S01 17341 Autobiography of Science (AFRI0110C) TBD
HIST 1120 S01 16357 At China's Edges Rebecca A. Nedostup
HIST 1141 S01 16356 Japan in Age of the Samurai Kerry Smith
HIST 1230B S01 15995 Fin-de-Siecle Europe Mary Gluck
HIST 1241B S01 17761 Body in Medieval Early Europe Amir Z Ayyana
HIST 1272E S01 17854 ParisSacredProfaneImaginReal TBD
HIST 1310 S01 15997 History of Brazil James N. Green
HIST 1825F S01 16012 Nature, Knowledge, Power Tara E. Nummedal
HIST 1994 S01 16073 History Honors Thesis Part II Naoko Shibusawa
HIST 1992 S01 16071 History Honors Workshop Naoko Shibusawa
HIST 1968A S01 15998 China's Examination Hell Cynthia J. Brokaw
HIST 1967C S01 16004 Making Revolutionary Cuba Jennifer L. Lambe
HIST 1968A S01 15993 Approaches to the Middle East Boshra B. Dounami
HIST 1969A S01 15983 Israel-Palestine: Lands/People Omer Bartov
HIST 1976I S01 17439 ImperialismEnvironmentalChange Brian G Lander
HIST 1992 S01 16071 History Honors Workshop Naoko Shibusawa
HIST 1994 S01 16073 History Honors Thesis Part II Naoko Shibusawa

International Relations
INTL 1820V S01 17488 Diplomacy, Econ + Influence Richard A. Boucher
INTL 1803W S01 17434 Roots of Crisis Stephen A. Kinzer
INTL 1910 S01 17435 Senior Honors Seminar Claudia Elliott

Italian Studies
ITAL 0975 S01 16329 Italian Hist. through food Filomena Fantarella

Judaic Studies
JUDS 0050M S01 15812 Judaism and Christianity Adam J Teller
JUDS 0670 S01 16372 War and Peace in Hebrew Bible Saul Olyan
JUDS 0682 S01 16769 Bible Became Holy Michael L. Satlow
JUDS 1974 S02 15909 Digging for the Bible Katharina M Galor

Korean
KREA 0500 S01 15630 Advanced Korean Hye-Sook Wang

Latin American & Caribbean Studies
LACA 1900 S02 17179 Prep Honors & Capstone Erica Durante

Literary Arts
LITR 0100A S01 15662 Introduction to Fiction Katharina Gassmann
LITR 0100B S01 15663 Introduction to Poetry Abra Conn
LITR 0110A S01 15664 Fiction I Jennifer Kelechi Chukwu
LITR 0110A S02 15665 Fiction I John P Moran
LITR 0110A S03 15666 Fiction I Mariana Roa Oliva
LITR 0110B S01 15667 Poetry I Su Yon An
LITR 0110B S02 15668 Poetry I Stacey Tran
LITR 0110B S03 15669 Poetry I Abraham Adams

Middle East Studies
MES 1120 S01 17895 Art, Culture & Soc in Tehran Samine Tabatabaei

Modern Culture and Media
MCM 0902M S01 17165 New Media & Political Imaginat Irina Kalinka
MCM 1204J S01 17166 A New Black Gaze Tina Cant
MCM 1204N S01 17860 TV and/as Popular Culture Teddy Pozo
MCM 1505B S01 16972 Hitchcock: The Theory Joan K. Copjec
MCM 1506J S01 17861 Representing Sexuality+Gender Teddy Pozo
MCM 1506K S01 17863 Image, Spectacle, Everyday Life Kenneth M Berger

Music
MUSC 0021B S01 16701 Reading Jazz Matthew Richards McGarrell

Philosophy
PHIL 0030 S01 16734 Skepticism and Knowledge Felicia Nimue Ackerman
PHIL 0350 S01 16742 Ancient Philosophy Emily Kress
PHIL 0990F S01 16737 Perception Adam R. Pautz
PHIL 1400 S01 16735 Ethics in the Novel Felicia Nimue Ackerman

Physics
PHYS 0100 S01 16569 Nature/meaning Sci Explanation Sylvester James Gates
PHYS 1270 S01 16581 Extragalactic Astronomy Ian P Dell'Antonio

Political Science
POLS 0920C S01 17521 Media and Democracy Rachel Hyatt Meade
POLS 1820E S01 15707 Pragmatism in Black and White Melanie L Rogers
POLS 1820I S01 15732 Indigenous Politics in Hawai'i Mary L Baker
POLS 1821V S01 15725 Democracy and Inequality in Am Richard O. Snyder
POLS 1822A S01 17261 Nuclear Weapons and International Marion E. Orr
POLS 1822G S01 17062 The Politics of Urban Transfer Marion E. Orr
POLS 1822W S01 17521 Fan, Chic Andrew E. Colarusso
POLS 1823Z S01 16566 Gender and Public Policy Susan L. Moffitt
POLS 1824T S01 17063 Foreign Policy in the People's Tyrant Joel Teitel
POLS 1824W S01 17842 Political Violence Danilo Alves Mendes Freire
POLS 1910 S01 15709 Senior Honors Thesis Preparatin Wendy J. Schiller

Portuguese and Brazilian Studies
POBS 0400 S01 16632 Writing + Speaking Portuguese Naomi Parker
POBS 0810 S01 16634 Cross-Cultural Identities Patricia I. Sobral
POBS 0910 S01 16641 On the Dawn of Modernity Onesimo T. Almeida
POBS 1030 S01 16637 Adv Lang Study/creative Writing Leonor Simas-Almeida

Public Health
PH 0505 S01 17009 Pain and the Human Condition Nisha Gupta Trivedi
PH 1070 S01 16101 Brdn of Disease in Devol Cnry Stephen T. Mcgarvey
Curricular Programs

LITR 0110B S03 25021 Poetry I TBD
LITR 0110D S01 26015 Digital Language Art I TBD
LITR 0110E S01 25022 Poetry I TBD
LITR 0110E S02 26011 Screenwriting I Laura E. Colella
LITR 0210A S01 25023 Fiction Writing II Andrew E. Colarusso
LITR 0210B S01 25024 Fiction Writing II TBD
LITR 0210B S01 25025 Poetry Writing II TBD
LITR 0710 S01 25026 Writers on Writing Seminar TBD
LITR 0999 S01 25225 Graphic Novels and Comic Maste Hiram F Moody
LITR 1010A S01 25028 Advanced Fiction Hiram F Moody
LITR 1010B S01 25030 Advanced Poetry Peter Gale Nelson
LITR 1010D S01 25835 Advanced Digital Language Arts John H. Cayley
LITR 1150B S01 25035 Foreign Home: Interdisc Arts Thalia L. Field
LITR 1152C S01 25668 Writers-in-the-Community Train Eleni A Sikelianos
LITR 1230V S01 25930 Why Don’t We Fall in Love? Andrew E. Colarusso
LITR 1230Y S01 26240 Structuring/De-Structuring Nvl Karan Mahajan
LITR 1231J S01 25931 Histories Laird B Hunt

Middle East Studies
MES 1150 S01 26284 Labor in the Middle East Paul Kohlbry
MES 1250 S01 26158 Palestinians and Kurds Adi Ophir

Modern Culture and Media
MCM 0150 S01 24520 Text/Media/Culture Ellen Frances Rooney
MCM 1204F S01 26165 Intro to Video Games Studies Teddy Pozo
MCM 1204K S01 25904 From Analog to Analogue Regina Longo

Philosophy
PHIL 0010 S01 25345 The Place of Persons David P. Christensen
PHIL 0360 S01 25353 Early Modern Philosophy Charles Larmore
PHIL 0500 S01 25347 Moral Philosophy Nomy Arpaly
PHIL 0560 S01 25348 Political Philosophy David Estlund
PHIL 0880 S01 25356 Ethical Themes Amer Short Story Felicia Nimue Ackerman
PHIL 1750 S01 25350 Epistemology Christopher S. Hill

Physics
PHYS 0560 S01 25132 Experiments in Modern Physics Jia Leo Li
PHYS 1560 S01 25139 Modern Physics Laboratory Vesna F Mitrovic
PHYS 1600 S01 25142 Computational Physics Kemp W Plumb

Political Science
POL 0920B S01 24381 Intro. to Indigenous Pol. Mary L. Baker
POL 1822D S01 24338 Civil Liberties: Moral, Political Corey L. Brettschneider
POL 1822H S01 24332 Contraband Capitalism Peter R. Andreas
POL 1822I S01 24340 Geopolitics of Oil and Energy Jeffrey D. Colgan
POL 1822X S01 24337 Technology + International Pol. David Estlund
POL 1823H S01 26159 Public Opinion Katherine Tate
POL 1824G S01 24339 Farms, Fisheries, and Politics Ross E. Cheit
POL 1824U S01 26245 Bleeding Heart Liberalism John O. Tomasi
POL 1824V S01 26244 Women in Western Political Thought Giora Lur
POL 1920 S01 24363 Senior Honors Thesis Preparatn Wendy J. Schiller

Portuguese and Brazilian Studies
POBS 0400 S01 25066 Writing + Speaking Portuguese Norwich Parker
POBS 0620 S01 25072 Map Portugues-Speak Ctr. Ptugil Leonor Simas-Almeida
POBS 0990 S01 25070 Mapping Cross-Cult. Identities Patricia I. Sobral
POBS 1080 S01 25071 Brazil: Lang/Theater/Culture Patricia I. Sobral

Public Health
PHP 0030 S01 24914 Health of Hispaniola Timothy M. Empkie

Public Policy
PLCY 1822 S01 25684 Social Policy and Justice TBD

Religious Studies
RELS 0037 S01 26050 Sensing the Sacred Finnian M. Moore-Gerety
RELS 0056 S01 24977 Spiritual But Not Religious Daniel Vaca
RELS 0525 S01 24981 The History and Practice of Yo Finnian M. Moore-Gerety
RELS 0820 S01 24982 African American Religious Str Andre C. Willis
RELS 1000 S01 24983 Methods in Religious Studies Stephen S. Bush

REL 1325A S01 25196 Educating Bodies in Ancient Ch Jae Hee Han
REL 1325C S01 25235 The Virgin Mary in Christian T Susan Ashbrook Harvey
REL 1430 S01 25199 Buddhist Classics Janine T Anderson Sawada
REL 1500 S01 25200 Prophets of the Ancient World Jae Hee Han
REL 1610 S01 25202 Sacred Sites: Law, Politics, Nathaniel A. Berman
REL 1705A S01 26053 Principles/Pract Contemp Stdy Harold D. Roth

Russian
RUSS 1300 S01 24282 Russian Lit in Translation II Vladimir Golstein
RUSS 1330 S01 24291 Soviet Culture Fabrizio Fendi
RUSS 1440 S01 24292 Imagining Moscow Fabrizio Fendi

Science, Technology, and Society
STS 1000 S01 26038 Theories and Controversies Joan L. Richards

Slavic
SLAV 1300 S01 24284 Sociolinguistics Masako Ueda Fidler

Sociology
SOC 0020 S01 25572 Perspectives on Soci Interactn Gregory C. Elliott
SOC 1871B S01 25579 Sociol Perspectives on Poverty Gregory C. Elliott
SOC 1871O S01 25581 Law, Innovation, Entrepreneur Mark C. Suchman

South Asian Studies
SAST 0525 S01 25770 The History & Practice of Yoga Finnian M. Moore-Gerety

Theatre Arts and Performance Studies
TAPS 1000 S01 25265 Playwriting I Deborah Smith
TAPS 0200 S01 25248 Playwriting II TBD
TAPS 1240 S01 25266 Perform Historiograph/Theatr Hst Leon J A Hilton
TAPS 1250 S01 25267 20th-Cent W Theatre/Performanc Rebecca Schneider
TAPS 1500H S01 25237 Advanced Playwriting Deborah Smith

University Courses
UNIV 1520 S01 25074 The Shaping of World Views Onesimo T. Almeida

Urban Studies
URBN 1000 S01 24237 Fieldwork in the Urban Community Jan Mateusz Pacewicz
URBN 1870N S01 24240 Culturi/Socl Life Built Envrmt Samuel Zipp
URBN 1870T S01 24238 Transportation: Planning Persp Robert E. Azar

Visual Art
VISA 1800P S01 25998 Art/Work: Professionl Practice Heather Darcy Bhandari
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